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ural variation can overcome
tumour resistance of oxaliplatin: the case of 4,5-
dehydrogenation of the cyclohexane ring†
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A new family of anticancer compounds has been derived from oxaliplatin by inserting a double-bond

between carbons 4 and 5 of the 1,2-diaminocyclohexane ring. Testing against a panel of human tumour

cell lines including cervical (A431), ovarian (2008), and colon carcinomas (HCT-15 and LoVo), and two

oxaliplatin-resistant clones (LoVo OXP and LoVo MDR) has shown that the new compounds have, in

general, equal if not better cytotoxic activity and are able to overcome the oxaliplatin-resistance.

Moreover, the oxalato derivative induced lipid droplets increase in LoVo OXP cells thus suggesting the

involvement of metabolism stress in its mechanism of action.
1R,2R-Diaminocyclohexane(oxalato)platinum(II), oxaliplatin,
initially launched in France in 1996 for the treatment of patients
with metastatic carcinoma of the colon and further adopted in
Europe in 1999 and in USA in 2002,1 is still one of the most
successful cisplatin analogues. Other platinum compounds
containing structural variations of the diaminocyclohexane
(DACH) carrier ligand have also proven to be endowed with
marked cytotoxic activity.2 Among these, kiteplatin, [PtCl2(cis-
1,4-DACH)], which incorporates a cis-1,4-DACH instead of
a trans-1,2-DACH ligand, is effective in overcoming cisplatin
and oxaliplatin resistance.3–6 Similarly to cisplatin and oxali-
platin, kiteplatin also interacts with double strand DNA forming
mainly 1,2-d(GpG) cross-links, however kiteplatin adducts are
removed with lower efficiency by the cancer cell repair systems.5

Also an oxaliplatin analogue containing just an additional
methyl group in position 4 of the cyclohexane ring was shown to
harbor improved therapeutic characteristics including signi-
cantly reduced adverse effects and reduced vulnerability to
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resistance mechanisms both in vitro and in vivo.7 Thus, limited
structural variations in the carrier ligand can modulate signif-
icantly the pharmaceutical behaviour of this family of platinum
drugs. We therefore deemed to investigate the consequences of
introducing another structurally small, but potentially impor-
tant, variation in the cyclohexane ring. The ligand selected for
the new compounds was the racemic mixture of trans-1,2-
diamine-4-cyclohexene (DACHEX) in which an unsaturation is
inserted between carbon atoms 4 and 5 of the cyclohexane ring.
This structural modication will force the C3–C6 atoms of the
ring to be coplanar and constrain the stereochemistry in a more
rigid half chair conformation.8 Moreover, the p-electrons will
add an unprecedented nucleophilic character to the lipophilic
six-carbon ring which in the platinum–DNA adduct is exposed
in the major groove.9,10 The presence of a chemically reactive
carbon–carbon double bond also opens the door to additional
chemical modications harbouring targeting and/or dual acting
moieties.

To assess the biological effects of this localized structural
modication, four Pt(II)–DACHEX complexes (Fig. 1), differing
in the nature of the leaving groups (two halides or a dicarbox-
ylate) were prepared and assayed for cytotoxicity in vitro: cis-
[PtCl2(DACHEX)] (1), cis-[PtI2(DACHEX)] (2), [Pt(CBDCA)(-
DACHEX)] (3), and [Pt(OXA)(DACHEX)] (4) (CBDCA ¼ 1,1-
cyclobutane dicarboxylate, OXA ¼ oxalate).

The four complexes where fully characterized by elemental
analysis, ESI-MS, and NMR (see ESI†).

The dichlorido complex 1 was rst reported about forty years
ago, but tested only against the leukaemia L1210 cell line and
found to be 18 times less active than oxaliplatin.11 We prepared
complex 1 by direct reaction of racemic trans-1,2-diamine-4-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 1 Sketches of the four new complexes with the DACHEX ligand.
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cyclohexene (see Scheme 1 in ESI†) with K2[PtCl4]. The diiodido
complex cis-[PtI2(DACHEX)] (2) was obtained by the classical
Dhara synthesis, i.e. activation of K2[PtCl4] with KI (8-fold
excess) and subsequent reaction with DACHEX. Pt–diiodido
complexes, such as cis-[PtI2(NH3)2]12,13 and cis-[PtI2(1R,2R-
DACH)],14 initially neglected vs. the chlorido derivatives, have
been recently reinvestigated since some of them possess supe-
rior antitumor properties.15 The dicarboxylate derivatives cis-
[Pt(CBDCA)(DACHEX)] (3) and cis-[Pt(OXA)(DACHEX)] (4, the
direct analogue of oxaliplatin), were synthesized by reuxing cis-
[Pt(CBDCA)(DMSO)2] or cis-[Pt(OXA)(DMSO)2] with DACHEX for
2 h. Heating was essential for favouring the substitution of the
second DMSO ligand by the second nitrogen of the chelating
diamine, as reported in the ESI (Schemes 2 and 3).† The choice
of the latter synthetic route was dictated by the failure of all
attempts to prepare 3 and 4 by dehalogenation of compound 1
or 2 with a silver salt and subsequent reaction with the corre-
sponding dicarboxylate (coordination of Ag+ to the double bond
of cyclohexene was observed).

The cytotoxicity of the newly synthesized compounds (1–4)
was evaluated in vitro towards a panel of human cell lines
including cervical (A431), ovarian (2008), and colon (HCT-15
and LoVo) carcinomas. The antiproliferative activity was also
investigated in two additional colon cancer cell lines which were
selected for the resistance to oxaliplatin (LoVo OXP)16 or for the
multidrug resistant phenotype (LoVo MDR). The cytotoxicity
was evaluated by means of the MTT test aer 72 h treatment
with increasing concentrations of the tested compounds. IC50

values, calculated from dose–survival curves, are shown in Table
1.

All compounds, with the exception of 3, were similar to
cisplatin and oxaliplatin against A431 and 2008 cell lines. The
lower activity of compound 3 is in line with the lower toxicity of
carboplatin (having the same dicarboxylate leaving group). All
compounds (comprising compound 3) were superior to
cisplatin, but comparable to oxaliplatin, in LoVo and HCT-15
cell lines. This result indicates that the new carrier ligand
DACHEX preserves the characteristic of the 1R,2R-DACH ligand
present in oxaliplatin in rendering the platinum drug active
towards colon carcinoma cell lines. Finally, all new compounds
were superior to cisplatin and oxaliplatin in LoVo OXP cell line
and superior to cisplatin in LoVo MDR cell line. As expected,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
among the four complexes containing DACHEX, 1 and 2 resul-
ted the most active because of the presence of the two halido
ligands which, as evidenced in LoVo OXP cells, showed the
highest uptake (see following discussion) and, once in the cell,
are supposed to be hydrolysed faster than the bis-chelated
dicarboxylato ligands (CBDCA and OXA) present in
compounds 3 and 4, respectively. Moreover, between
compounds 1 and 2, the di-iodido derivative 2 was the most
active with an average IC50 value of 1.62 mM to be compared with
the mean IC50 value of 2.5 mM for compound 1. This result was
rather expected since, quite recently, diiodido derivatives of
cisplatin and oxaliplatin have proven to be quite active in
several solid tumor cell lines (such as colo-rectal cells).12–15

Finally, the CBDCA derivative 3 was the least effective while
compound 4, the closest structural analogue of oxaliplatin
(containing the same oxalato leaving ligand), possesses a cyto-
toxic activity slightly higher than that of oxaliplatin (average
IC50 ¼ 4.7, 2.9, and 3.9 mM for 3, 4, and OXP, respectively). To
investigate the ability of the new complexes to overcome the
acquired resistance of human tumor cell lines, two colon cell
lines characterized by their resistance to oxaliplatin (LoVo OXP)
and to multidrugs (LoVo MDR) were selected. The molecular
mechanism involved in oxaliplatin resistance appears to
depend upon: (i) decreased cellular accumulation, which is
thought to be related to a greater activity of the ATP7B exporter
rather than to the activity of P-glycoprotein (P-gp) and multi-
drug resistance protein 1 (MRP1), and (ii) more efficient repair
of oxaliplatin-induced DNA-damage by NER (Nucleotide Exci-
sion Repair).17 LoVo OXP cells (derived from LoVo cells grown in
the presence of increased concentration of oxaliplatin) were
about 13-fold more resistant to oxaliplatin than parental cells.16

The data reported in Table 1 clearly indicate that all compounds
possess resistant factors much lower than that of oxaliplatin
(R.F. of 1.7, 1.9, 1.0, and 2.0 for 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively vs. R.F.
of 13.0 for OXP), thus conrming their ability to overcome the
oxaliplatin-resistance. In Table 1 are also reported the results
obtained with the multidrug resistant colon carcinoma subline
LoVo MDR in which the resistance to doxorubicin,18 a drug
belonging to the MDR spectrum, is associated with an over-
expression of drug transporters, such as the 170 kDa P-gp.19 All
platinum derivatives tested against this cell line showed
a similar response as for the parental subline (R.F. ¼ 0.8, 1.6,
1.0, 0.4, 1.0, and 1.3 for 1, 2, 3, 4, cisplatin, and OXP, respec-
tively) thus suggesting that these platinum complexes are not P-
gp substrates. A rst conclusion that can be drawn from the
above results is that the different shape of the diamine used in
this work (DACHEX) does not signicantly alter the antitumor
effect in comparison to oxaliplatin, however all complexes are
able to overcome the oxaliplatin-resistance. This latter result
evidences the importance of the DACHEX ligand in determining
the activity of 4 in comparison to oxaliplatin against oxaliplatin-
resistant cells.

With the aim to correlate the cytotoxic potential with some
property of the complexes, such as their ability to enter cancer
cells and to target DNA, we evaluated cellular uptake and DNA
platination levels of LoVo OXP cells treated for 24 h with equi-
molar concentrations (2.5 mM) of tested compounds. The
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 32448–32452 | 32449



Table 1 In vitro antitumor activitya

Compound

IC50 (mM) � S.D.

A431 2008 HCT-15 LoVo LoVo OXP R.F. LoVo MDR R.F.

1 3.0 � 0.7 3.7 � 1.1 4.0 � 0.8 1.2 � 0.8 2.0 � 0.6 1.7 1.0 � 0.3 0.8
2 1.1 � 0.4 1.5 � 0.5 0.9 � 0.2 1.4 � 0.5 2.6 � 0.6 1.9 2.2 � 0.8 1.6
3 5.4 � 0.9 10.1 � 2.3 3.4 � 0.7 3.1 � 1.1 3.0 � 1.0 1.0 3.0 � 0.9 1.0
4 3.7 � 0.7 2.6 � 0.5 5.2 � 0.8 1.8 � 0.8 3.6 � 1.0 2.0 0.8 � 0.4 0.4
CDDP 2.0 � 0.8 2.3 � 1.1 15.3 � 2.6 7.6 � 1.5 13.1 � 2.5 1.7 7.5 � 1.0 1.0
OXP 3.7 � 1.0 1.7 � 1.0 1.2 � 0.4 1.1 � 0.6 14.3 � 2.1 13.0 1.4 � 0.8 1.3

a Cells (3–5� 103 cells per mL) were treated for 72 h with increasing concentrations of the tested compounds. Cytotoxicity was assessed by the MTT
test. IC50 values were calculated by the four parameter logistic model (p < 0.05). S.D. ¼ standard deviation. OXP ¼ oxaliplatin, CDDP ¼ cisplatin.
Resistance Factor (R.F.) is dened as IC50 resistant/IC50 parent line.
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platinum levels were quantied by means of GF-AAS analysis. As
depicted in Fig. 2, all DACHEX Pt(II) complexes were more
effective than OXP in entering cancer cells and binding to DNA.
In particular, a direct and linear correlation was found (R2 ¼
0.98) between the cytotoxic activity and the cellular uptake of
the various compounds (Fig. 2a and a0). Interestingly, the
cellular uptake of 4 resulted to be much higher than that of
oxaliplatin, which differs only for the absence of the double
bond in the cyclohexane ring and hence has a similar lip-
ophilicity. At the present stage of the investigation we can only
hypothesize an active/facilitated transport or a more efficient
accumulation (due to failure of the exporter proteins) for the
DACHEX-containing complexes. The results also showed
a rough relationship between cellular uptake and DNA plati-
nation (Fig. 2c).
Fig. 2 (a) Cellular uptake and correlation between cytotoxicity and
cellular platinum levels (a0) in drug-treated LoVo OXP cells. LoVo OXP
cells were incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM of tested complexes. The
amount of cellular Pt was estimated by GF-AAS. (b) Nuclear DNA
platination levels in drug-treated LoVo OXP cells. LoVo OXP were
incubated for 24 h with 2.5 mM of tested complexes. The amount of
DNA-bound Pt was estimated by GF-AAS. (c) Correlation between
cellular uptake and DNA-platination levels.
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Cisplatin and oxaliplatin are known to form similar adducts
with DNA and, specically, 60–65% intrastrand GG, 25–30%
intrastrand AG, 5–10% intrastrand GNG, and 1–3% interstrand
GG crosslinks.20 However, the adducts formed by the two clin-
ically used Pt-drugs could be differently recognized by
mismatch repair proteins and, in general, damage-recognition
proteins. For instance, some of these proteins have been
found to bind with greater affinity to cisplatin-GG adducts than
to oxaliplatin-GG adducts, probably because of the different
steric and hydrophilic/lipophilic character of the non-leaving
ligands (two ammines in cisplatin and 1R,2R-DACH in oxali-
platin).21 The differential recognition of the GG adducts could
be responsible for the differences in cytotoxicity and tumour
selectivity of the two drugs. Although until recently the
assumption has been made that oxaliplatin kills cells by elicit-
ing a DNA-damage response, as does cisplatin, there has not
been satisfactory explanation for the unique clinical and side-
effect proles of oxaliplatin. For instance, within the panel of
cell lines used in this work, cisplatin was much less effective
toward colon cell lines HCT-15 and LoVo (IC50, on average, one
order of magnitude greater) than toward cervical (A431) and
ovarian (2008) cell lines; in contrast oxaliplatin was equally
active (comparable IC50) towards all four tumor cell lines.
Therefore it has been proposed that oxaliplatin could act also
through a mechanism of action fundamentally distinct from
that of cisplatin.22 In a seminal work it was demonstrated that,
at clinically relevant concentrations, oxaliplatin can cause
ribosome biogenesis stress, whereas cisplatin does not.23 A
DNA-damage independent mechanism of cell death is also
consistent with previous observations that cisplatin- or
oxaliplatin-resistant cell lines oen do not exhibit cross-resis-
tance.24 To better characterize the structural and ultrastructural
changes induced by the newly synthesized Pt(II) DACHEX
derivatives, LoVo OXP cells were exposed to IC50 of 1 and 4 for
36 h and then subjected to TEM analysis. 1-treated LoVo OXP
cells revealed the induction of a massive DNA condensation and
the induction of mitochondrial swelling (increase in size and
decrease in turbidity) and loss of typical internal ultrastructure,
i.e. cristae (Fig. 3b and c), compared to control cells (Fig. 3a).
These features are consistent with DNA damage and induction
of apoptosis. In contrast, cells treated with 4 did not show the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 3 TEM analysis. Micrographs of LoVo OXP cells after 36 h incu-
bation with (a) no drug (control); (b) and (c) IC50 of 1; (d) and (e) IC50 of
4; (f) and (g) IC75 of OXP.
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classical signs of DNA condensation or mitochondrial damage;
however, a substantial increase in lipid droplets production was
observed (Fig. 3d and e), thus suggesting the involvement of
a lipid metabolism stress in the cell death. Similar results were
obtained with OXP at IC75 concentrations, where an increase of
lipid droplets formation was evidenced. Thus, while the data
relative to 4 (oxalate “leaving” group) are in line with previously
reported data on oxaliplatin showing ribosome stress biogen-
esis, those relative to 1 (chloride leaving ligands) are in accord
with DNA damage, as for cisplatin. The above experiment
indicates that the carrier ligand is not the only determinant of
the mechanism of action of platinum drugs since compounds 1
and 4, although having the same carrier ligand, can exert
different types of toxicity which, most likely, depends upon the
different types of leaving ligands. Of course, this does not mean
that the carrier ligand does not play a role. Indeed, the same
experiment performed using oxaliplatin, showed the same
morphological changes as those observed for 4, however oxali-
platin required a dose (IC75) much greater than that of 4 (IC50)
in this cell line model, indicating that in oxaliplatin-resistant
cells the leaving group can orient towards the mechanism of
toxicity while the carrier ligand can determine the dose required
to produce a given cytotoxic effect.

In conclusion, inspired by the strong anti-cancer activity of
oxaliplatin, four new oxaliplatin analogues having the carrier
ligand trans-1,2-diamino-4-cyclohexene and different leaving
ligands (Cl in 1, I in 2, CBDCA in 3, and OXA in 4) have been
synthesized, characterized, and tested in vitro. The dicarbox-
ylate derivatives 3 and 4 could not be prepared from compounds
1 and 2 by dehalogenation with a silver salt and subsequent
reaction with the corresponding dicarboxylate (coordination of
Ag+ to the double bond of cyclohexene takes place) but required
a different procedure contemplating displacement of the DMSO
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
ligands in the precursor complex cis-[Pt(O,O0-
dicarboxylate)(DMSO)2] by trans-1,2-diamine-4-cyclohexene.
The new compounds had cytotoxic activity similar to those of
cisplatin and oxaliplatin in cervical (A431) and ovarian (2008)
human cancer cell lines (slightly lower only for 3); were more
active than cisplatin, and equally active as oxaliplatin, in colon
HCT-15 and LoVo carcinomas; and, most importantly, were able
to overcome the oxaliplatin-resistance in LoVo OXP cells.
Finally, all platinum compounds were effective against multi-
drug resistant cancer cells suggesting that platinum
complexes are not P-gp substrates. The cellular uptake showed
a linear correlation with the cancer cell killing effects. However,
since there was also a quasi-linear correlation between drug
uptake and DNA platination, this does not mean that for all
complexes the major toxic event takes place in the nucleus.
Indeed, the electron microscopy studies clearly showed
a different mechanism of action of DACHEX complex 1 (bearing
Cl� leaving ligands as cisplatin) with respect to complex 4
(bearing oxalate leaving ligand as OXP). In particular, 4 induces
lipid droplets increase thus suggesting the involvement of
metabolism stress rather than DNA damage. These data are
consistent with recent reports suggesting that oxaliplatin,
unlike cisplatin and carboplatin, can kill cells not necessarily
through the DNA-damage response mechanism but rather
through alternative mechanisms such as induction of ribosome
biogenesis stress. However, this does not mean that the carrier
ligand does not play a role. Indeed, same morphological
changes were observed for 4 and for oxaliplatin but the dose
required for oxaliplatin was greater (IC75) than that required for
4 (IC50) indicating that while the leaving group can orient
towards the mechanism of toxicity, the carrier ligand can
determine the dose required do produce a given cytotoxic effect.
Most importantly, we think that the inuence on the lipid
metabolism by the oxaliplatin analog 4 represents an important
and peculiar feature of the DACHEX ligand. So far compounds
1–4 have been prepared using the racemic mixture of trans-1,2-
diamino-4-cyclohexene: we plan to prepare compounds with
individual enantiomers to see if there are differences between
the R,R and the S,S enantiomers as observed in the case of
oxaliplatin. The investigation should also be extended to in vivo
and toxicity experiments, paying attention to neurotoxicity,
which is the most serious side effect of oxaliplatin.
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